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Word Definition 

Chapter 2- Wilbur 
enchanted delighted 
oozy soft mud; damp with wetness 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 3- Escape 

captivity being held as a prisoner or slave 
commotion a noisy disturbance 
freedom to not be under someone’s control 
grindstone a rotating solid stone wheel used for sharpening  
monkey wrench a tool to tighten or loosen nuts from bolts   

perspiration sweat 
pitch fork a large, long-handled fork to lift hay 

reconsider to think about again 
rooting to put in deeply; a pig roots his snout in the mud 
sheepfold a sheep pen 
slop unappetizing food or drink 
scythe a tool that has a long, curved blade used for cutting grass 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 4- Lonliness 

cunning sly or deceiving 
dejected depressed; sad 
glutton a person who does too much of something 
make merry have fun 
marmalade jelly with pieces of fruit and fruit rind in it 
 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 1- Before Breakfast 

early riser someone who gets up early in the morning 
runt an animal that is small, the smallest animal in a litter 
specimen a small part; sample 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 5- Charlotte 

blunder careless mistake 
detest hate 
inheritance something passed down by the owner or family member 
salutations greeting 
scheming to make plans; especially sneaky ones 
trapper someone who catches things 
 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 6- Summer Days 

conscience knowing right from wrong 
compunctions feelings of uneasiness or anxiousness 
decency having good taste, being good; being modest 
Frigidaire the brand name of a refrigerator 
gratified satisfied 
jubilee rejoice; celebration 
phoebe a small bird 

pitch to begin to work 
potato bug  

a type of beetle     

scruples doubts about morals  
song sparrow a type of bird that sings 
swallow a small bird with long, pointed wings 
swathe wrapped bundles 
timothy a type of grass 
unremitting not stopping or slacking 
untenable not fit to be occupied 
weed stalk a type of weed found near pastures or barnyards 
white throated 
sparrow 

a common bird found in the United States and Canada 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 7- Bad News 

anesthetic a drug used to numb parts of the body 
conspiracy to make an evil or unlawful plan 
hysterics uncontrollable laughing or crying 
loath not willing 
rigid stiff or inflexible 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 8- A Talk at Home 

queer strange or odd 
ramble to go on and on in conversation 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 9- Wilbur’s Boast 

bear to endure or carry a burden or pain 
beechnut 

a small, triangular, edible nut   
bolt upright suddenly sit up 
coxa hip joint 
delectable delicious; enjoyable 
dragline the silky string the spider makes to make her web 
femur a bone in the leg; the 3rd segment in an insect’s leg 
hitches to fasten or tie 
hurl to throw 
metatarsals a part of the foot or back leg 
oblige to do a favor or service for someone 
patella kneecap 
Queensborough 
Bridge 

the longest bridge extending the East River in New York City 

scrambled mix together; move quickly 
sedentary to be still; sit 
tarsus the furthest part of an insect’s leg 
trochanters small second segment of the leg, between the coxa and femur 
truffle an edible fungus that grows underground 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 10- An Explosion 

astride to straddle 
barn swallow 

a common bird that nests in barns   
descended to go from higher to lower 
discouraged to not have hope or confidence 
drainboard a working surface beside or on a kitchen sink 
gullible easy to trick 
mercy compassion shown toward someone who has wronged 

you 
surly rude or bad-tempered 
tremenjus great 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 11- The Miracle 

bewilderment confusing or puzzling 
blundered to have made a careless mistake 
buckboards a carriage           

exertion a vigorous action or effort; intense effort 
glisten to reflect sparkling light 
mutter to speak in a low voice 
solemnly  serious voice 
sprang in the middle to come in the middle of  
uttered to speak 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 12- A Meeting 

acrobat a skilled gymnast 
adjourn to end a meeting 
assemble to bring or put together, a group of people  
gruffly low and harsh 
idiosyncrasy an odd or different characteristic 
particle a small piece 
quiver to shake or tremble 
slogan a phrase used to advertise a product or company 
sensational very good 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 13- Good Progress 

admiration a feeling of approval or pleasure 
advertise to give information about something to get people to notice or 

buy it 
alders a shrub or tree that grows in moist places 
aeronaut the pilot of a balloon or other lighter-than-air aircraft 
foundation the groundwork of anything 
dung animal manure 
lash to strike hard 
noble Admirable, a person of high honor or class 
orb circular 
radial lines 
radiant bright with joy 
remarkable extraordinary, very noticeable 
romp to play  
snare to catch; a trap 
thrash to beat 
triumphantly showing or having victory 
thrushes medium-sized songbirds 
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Word Definition 

Chapter 14- Dr. Dorian 
civilly politely 
doily embroidery or lace that is made into a small mat

 
fib a lie or to lie  
incessant non-stop, continuing without interruption 
offhand without previous thought 
vaguely not clear 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 15- The Crickets 

distinguish to tell on thing from another; a characteristic of something that 
sets it apart from something else 

forsake to give up; abandon 
inconvenient not accessible or easy to do 
reputation the way people think of you based on what you have done or 

said 
monotonous lacking in variety, the same thing over and over 
moodily gloomy, depressed moods 
versatile to be able to adapt to changes or do different things 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 16- Off To the Fair 

bewitch to be enchanted or have a spell cast  
biff a punch 
blazing burning brightly 
buffeted to hit hard with the hand or fist 
cargo the load on a ship or airplane 
discard to throw away, to get rid of 
genuine real 
knothole a hole in a board formed when the knot portion fell off of a 

piece of wood 
lacerate to cut 
loot stuff 
lugged carried 
pacers an animal that paces 
plaid 

a pattern found on clothing       
pummel to beat 
scamper to run playfully 
smudge a dirty mark or smear 
stowaway a person who hides on a ship, train, or airplane to get a free 

ride 
surpass to go beyond what was expected 
trotters an animal that trots 
tussle to struggle or fight roughly 
veritable being very much so 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 17- Uncle 

aloft high up 
blatting a form of the word bleat which means the cry of sheep 
listless showing little interest 
pickpockets a person who steals money and wallets from people’s pockets 
purebred an animal whose ancestors derive over many generation. The 

opposite is a mixed breed 
wearily physically or mentally exhausted 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 18- The Cool of the Evening 

humble not proud 
keen sharp, extremely sensitive 
paradise a place of extreme beauty 
schemer a person who plans or plots against someone 
sneer to smile or laugh with meanness 
vanish to disappear 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 19- The Egg Sac 

acute sharp or severe 
carousing to engage in drunken events 
down-hearted depressed, sad 
flutter to wave or flap 
gorge to stuff yourself with food 
languish to become weak 
marvel to wonder at or be curious about something 
nifty neat 
pep lively energy 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 20- The Hour of Triumph 

ail to be ill or feel pain 
bellow to yell out loudly like an animal 
modest humble; not bragging; conservative 
phenomenon something that is impressive or extraordinary 
pompous making outward show of oneself; thinking you are better than 

you are 
revive to restore back to life 
sundry various 
triumph victory 
whence from what place? 
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Word Definition 
Chapter 21-Last Day 

adrift floating without control 
desolation devastation  
forlorn unhappy or miserable 
monkeyshine mischievous prank 
sentiments a tender emotion toward someone 
strain to exert, impair, injure 
tremendous extraordinarily great in size or excellence 
trifle something of little value 
wisecracks a joke or smart statement 
 

Word Definition 
Chapter 22- A Warm Wind 

bleak without hope or encouragement 
coast to slide, sled, or go with little effort 
garrulous talkative; rambling 
hallowed holy; sacred 
lee protective shelter 
nipped to bring harm to by cold weather 
retorted to reply to; to answer 
shrill high pitched and piecing sound 
tranquil peaceful 
updraft the movement upward of air 
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